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Learn Chinese with Me is a series designed for students of 15 to 18 years old whose native

language is English. It guides the students from beginner to low-intermediate level. The topics in this

series of textbooks have been carefully selected to meet the high school studentsÃ‚Â¡Ã‚Â¯

interests and are arranged in accordance with the rules of learning a second language. The series

is composed of four volumes each of which contains StudentÃ‚Â¡Ã‚Â¯s Book, TeacherÃ‚Â¡Ã‚Â¯s

Book, Workbooks, and phonetic and listening materials.
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This is a really awesome book for non-native speaker, particularly English-speaker. It is plain while

useful, as a Chinese teacher for 9 years, I highly recommend this book! Below I'll share some tips

for learning Mandarin Chinese:Many people thought it is difficult to learn Mandarin Chinese for

English-speakers. However, that notion is not true because Chinese is quite different than English,

which is a spelling language! Chinese is a picture language, which means ancient Chinese people

draw different pictures as Chinese characters out of everything they saw in the environment, and

which makes it advantageous to learn over other languages in a way. It does take time and efforts

to learn it well, but what doesn't?Luckily, in learning Chinese, there are at least clues (radicals that

are originally drawn from real-life objects) to help in the learning process instead of just memorizing

vocabs boringly and endlessly. Therefore, the best way to learn well the language, according to my

10+ of teaching experience, is to learn the radical of the characters first, which by itself usually has a

hint from the writing (or drawing) and then forms the character.By the way, I'm teaching Chinese via



Skype online, add me to have a FREE Trial! My skype name is : chinese.tutor.frank or GO TO [...]

Book was in condition as listed with mild writing in it and in good outer condition. It also arrived in a

timely fashion. As someone who already speaks Mandarin and just likes to have basic books

around as reminders, it's perfect. But for any new learner I would not recommend this book system

if you also want to know how to write, because it has little to no character use.

The lessons keep repeating the same information. The new words do not always have the

corresponding Chinese characters.

excellent condition

Delivery was exceptional. Both book meet my expectation.

This book is very easy to follow and understand. I bought it as part of my Chinese 101 class I was

taking. However, even without the class this book will be easy to pick up and understand.

I started to study Chinese.This books covers the beginning and the intermediate level.

very useful book to learn chinese everything is very clear and the cds are very helpfuli highly

recomend this book
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